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*****
Well, after the previous very interesting story of King Clovis the Great, the first unifier of Europe from the
late fifth century and the beginning of the sixth century, it is time now for new adventures along with
researching the true history, what I call … Vedic History. Just by simple merging together the History Science
with Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, we achieved spectacular results and the true history suppressed for so long time
finally surfaced out. Thus, we did find King Clovis the Great, and we deciphered a tremendous role he had in the
formation of united Europe.1 His name itself, Clovis, later on, diverged to several branches, and it became the
root of the name … Luis … in the French-speaking area, and in the French royal dynasties. Just to remind,
eighteen kings of France carried the name … Luis. In Dutch, for which they say it is the modern language most
closely related to ancient Frankish, the name diverged into … Lodewijk. In modern German, we find this name
variated and it became … Ludwig. In Spanish, this is … Luis. In Italian, it became … Luigi. Finally, in English, it is
known as … Lewis. It is amazing how this name dispersed in different forms. However, what about people, what
about Franks and Frankish heritage. Did they disappear, as somebody would so eagerly claim that? In fact,
Franks did not disappear. Not at all. My research has shown that in spite of some smaller changes, like names
and territory, all these people are still right there where King Clovis the Great left them. Of course, there are
some changes in names, perhaps in customs, and some other things. However, this is still the same people all
around the same place. Thus, the discussion on King Clovis the Great was useful indeed, because, it revealed so
many forgotten things, and it discovered primordial Europe as it was once upon a time. It has shown Europe
how it was just at the very beginning. Now we absorbed and absolved this topic, and it would be good to change
the subject a little bit. Therefore, from medieval Europe, we turn back to Vedic India. We still have some
unsolved topics and un-deciphered important historical figures in Vedic India, and due to that, we shall program
our Magic Carpet and embedded Time Machine to take us right there. The plan is to investigate further the story
of Sage Parashara, Lord Krishna, Sage Veda Vyasa, and to shed additional light on the Mahabharata epic story.
Just to remind, Sage Parashara was discussed along with the essay on Lord Krishna, with the title …2
THE AGE OF LORD KRISHNA
Sage Parashara is so important for our story, but he is extremely important in the epic story of Mahabharata as
well even though he was not contemporary of it. Nevertheless, he was kind of preparing the terrain. He did set
up certain things, and he put in motion certain plans, all proved as very essential for the story of Krishna, Veda
Vyasa, and the legendary Mahabharata War. His work was of huge and tremendous importance indeed, and he
definitely deserves more attention from us today. He deserves even more than one relatively small chapter in
the previously mentioned essay of mine, but that will be corrected soon in some near future by making the
separate essay only on him, the Sage Parashara himself. However, this time we shall be focused on one very
important figure in this story, the character who was somehow going under the radar along with all my previous
writings, though he was already mentioned in some way. This time we focus fully on the manner of how did
Sage Parashara transmitted the knowledge to the next generations. As we know, Sage Parashara was a God
Vishnu incarnation, and he reincarnated as Lord Krishna in 3162 B.C.E. However, just before his departure,
Parashara fathered Veda Vyasa, who was the main sage of that time. The question is now, how did Parashara
transmitted all the knowledge down to the Veda Vyasa, when we know that he left the world very soon? There
are many other very similar questions in the air, and it is not an easy job to answer them all. Not until we do
enter yet another name in this story, and this is … Maitreya. Indeed, Sage Maitreya, Maharishi Maitreya, or
Maitreya Muni, how he was also called, was the one who did connect all these characters and very different
events together.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maitreya

Just by preliminary research, we find out that Maitreya was a principle disciple of Sage Parashara. Parashara
was not running his ashram or academy, just as many other sages and rishis have been doing. He was a traveling
sage. This is what they say. However, when he entered some age, he was definitely thinking about how to
1) The previous essay named … KING CLOVIS THE GREAT … is exposed at … https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/clovis-the-great/
2) The mentioned essay can be found at … https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/the-age-of-lord-krishna/
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transmit the great knowledge he acquired to the next generation. Just to remind, Sage Parashara was a great
Jyotishi, and he probably had a deep insight into his personal natal chart so that he definitely knew when the
right moment to do something like that is. No wonder, this is exactly what he did. Thus, he gathered some very
perspective, promising, and knowledgeable people around him, preferably young men, in order to teach them
properly and to give them tasks of how to transmit the Vedic Knowledge further on. Apparently, Maitreya was
one of them. Maitreya must have been quite young at that time, but when exactly was he born, this will be the
topic of this essay. If possible, we would like to find his natal chart, just the same as we did with many other
important historical figures. Simply, this is the only way we can verify certain things, facts, and the true
relationships with all these great characters of Mahabharata Wartime, whose names we already have
mentioned.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4154333/

It is true, this is much easier to say than to accomplish. Apparently, this is a very difficult task. However, we have
been in similar situations many times. The thing is, except already mentioned a few facts, we do not know much
more about Maitreya. His name, they say, is derived from Mitra, what is to say that he was supposedly the son
of the person called Mitra. Nevertheless, who was that Mitra the father of Maitreya, well, about that point we
do not have any clue. Then, how on earth to find his natal chart?
That is a good question indeed. I was contemplating this problem for a long time and was trying to find any
possible clue in order to reveal the mentioned natal chart of Maitreya. I’ve tried several times actually, but
always … unsuccessfully. I mean, how to find something when you do not know what you are searching for?
Then somehow, the idea flashed by recalling the fact that somewhere I did find a clue that Maitreya was not
the only incarnation of the entity hidden behind. There were some indications we saw the same figure coming
many times. In fact, there was an indication that he is the teacher of the world, and some highly hidden clues
were telling that he possibly had come in some other situations as well. It was noted somewhere that he himself
could be the teacher of Vishnu along with some incarnations of his. I mean, in the world ages like Kali Yuga,
when the collective consciousness of the world is going low, the roles can be switched, kind of reversed. I was
immediately trying to figure out which situation exactly that could have been. I do not know why, but all the
clues turned me to investigate the story of King Alexander the Great. If you remember, there we have a chain
of teachers and great philosophers like Plato and Socrates. Long-time before I have deciphered already that
Plato was Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation. Then Socrates could have been Saptarishi Vishvamitra definitely.
However, after Socrates and Plato, but before Alexander, there was somebody else inserted, so to say.
Alexander was taking the knowledge directly neither from Plato nor from Socrates. There was somebody else
in-between. Who was that? Well, not to make things complicated, that was … Aristotle. Aristotle was the
teacher of Alexander. Now, as we know that the teacher of Aristotle was Plato and that Plato’s teacher was
Socrates, then we find out the full and unbroken chain of three great teachers right to Alexander. In that case,
as it seems to me, Maitreya and Aristotle are incarnations of the same soul, of the same entity. Indeed, this
entity is very mysterious, and this is something that we did not consider so far.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

Well, apparently, it could be that we are on the right track. For the moment that could be just as a theoretical
assumption. In order to confirm that or deny, now we need to find the natal chart of Aristotle as well. Indeed,
if we want to find the natal chart of Maitreya, then we need to find the natal chart of Aristotle first. Then by
careful comparison, and by very profound observations, we should look at any detail that possibly can link two
charts together. This is how I was doing many times so far. It was proved that celestial grahas, which are actually
devatas, they are being part of our soul, and we are being born with them. Actually, this is a very advanced
principle of Jyotish, but a very basic one. Shrouded deeply in ignorance, some people always ask how on Earth
can be that all these faraway planets and celestial bodies influence our lives. In fact, they cannot! They are not
doing that. Physical bodies of the planets and stars, they are not doing anything. They are just outward symbols.
In reality, what will influence and determine our lives, these are different devatas being attributed as grahas,
and we are born with them. They are part of our soul. The entire concept is very complex so we continue this
story some other time. The crucial point is that we choose certain parameters for every our incarnation, and
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because all is monitored and carried on by graha devatas, then there are certain patterns being repeated every
time, or just simply, many times. Therefore, if we have at least one natal chart of the entity, and we want to
find another natal chart along with another incarnation of the same entity, well, we simply compare all that we
know. When one natal chart is known, there are good chances that we shall find some unique similarities being
repeated every time. You would be perhaps surprised but many items just like a lagna, navamsa lagna, or even
Chandra-Moon position and nakshatra, they can be all repeated in many incarnations of the same soul. Very
interesting indeed! Then, if we know two or more natal charts, even better. After all, this is how this serial of
essays was initiated. It all started with the discovery of the natal chart of true historical Jesus. Just one single
natal chart was enough to break the hidden code.

A bust of Aristotle - The photo was taken from …
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/27/world/europe/greece-aristotle-tomb.html
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Thus, finding the natal chart of Aristotle is our primary aim, first of all. All sources would undoubtedly mention
that he was born in Greece town Stagira (Macedonia) in 384 B.C.E. About the exact date of birth, well, this is
not easy to find. Sources would mention June of 384 B.C.E., however, which day exactly, that was kind of enigma
for a long time. Only recently I did find on one place that it could have been June 19, 384 B.C.E. I checked that
day by making the preliminary natal chart, and imagine what, by some small search regarding the ascendant
and similar, one natal chart surfaced for which I believe it is the true one.

Aristotle was very probably borne on June 19, 384 B.C.E.

Therefore, Aristotle was born on June 19, 384 B.C.E., at 12.33 AM Local Mean Time (LMT) in Stagira, Greece.
Here is the natal chart itself …
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The natal chart of Aristotle (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.

The fragment of the natal chart of Aristotle. The planetary Avastha situation.
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In fact, a very interesting natal chart occurred, with Tula-Libra lagna-ascendant, and with Aquarius-Kumbha
Navamsa Lagna-Ascendant. How do I know that it is exactly this Navamsa Lagna, Kumbha-Aquarius? Well, in
this case, there was big assistance of Divine providence again in a form of celestial symbolism. Again, we have
an instruction manual embedded into the Janma Kundali, the basic natal chart. Just like many times before, if
we color all houses that contain some grahas-planets, we get very interesting graphics, … cup …, but with
improvised handle this time. Please take a look at the following graphics …

Cups are used for manipulating water, and this is where we are coming to the final symbolism for this time. It
means that Navamsa Lagna should be adjusted to the Kumbha-Aquarius rasi-sign. Then we get a very interesting
navamsa with the very auspicious position of Atmakaraka in the first house, which would immediately label the
person as a very important one. At the same time, Lagna lord Saturn-Sani comes into the ninth house, and this
is also very auspicious, by giving an indication that a person could have been a fighter for the truth. Not
necessary to emphasize that the Saturn-Sani is excelled in this position. Indeed, not all people are talented for
the truth and for finding the truth. Some people are more opportunistic in nature, with a tendency to use every
situation for their own benefit regardless of the moral and ethical principles behind it. Nevertheless, as we know
from many sources, Aristotle was very talented in finding the truth. Natal chart indicates that the second part
of his life especially will be inclined toward searching the truth. His school diverged drastically from the teaching
of his teacher Plato, and he gifted the world with some very important discoveries, including his entire
philosophy to be oriented toward tuning with the truth. This is where this famous saying comes in …
Plato is dear to me, but dearer still is the truth.

I thoroughly believe this is a very true saying exposed by Aristotle himself, in order to make a difference between
his teaching and the teaching of his teacher Plato, for whom he considered not being so truthful. According to
the plausible sources, Aristotle spent about twenty years in the academy of Plato in Athens. He left only after
the departure of the teacher, even though this situation is not completely clear. I mean, the reason why he left
is not entirely transparent. He supposedly was not happy with the course of the Academy after the departure
of the great teacher. Another option was mentioned as well, that he left even before Plato’s departure due to
a very strong anti-Macedonian atmosphere there in Athens. Apparently, Aristotle was Macedonian, and this
fact was somehow making things not so simple in his life. There were some inner divisions and tensions in
Greece of that time as well. Thus, even by this very superficial analysis; we see that the natal chart fits well.
Then, if we follow the natal chart, we see Surya-Budha Yoga is exposed in the tenth house, telling that his status
and power will come through knowledge. Chandra-Moon sits in the fifth house in the Purva Bhadra Nakshatra,
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which will also give inclination toward the knowledge and it will emphasize wisdom. It should be noted that
Saturn the ruler of the fifth is in the ninth, which is an excellent position for the knowledge acquiring and being
established in wisdom. We find Mangal-Mars sitting in the first house in the Libra-Tula rasi-sign, indicating that
he might be of military mentality. If we remember well, he was also teaching Alexander to the fighting skills,
sort of martial arts. In addition, many sources would highlight this fact, it was exactly Aristotle who seeded an
idea in the mind of young Alexander to conquer Persia and the entire East. He was talking about the stories
about eastern countries of Greece, but through his own prism with the agenda to launch a military campaign
on the east. As it seems, the seed has fallen onto fertile soil, because, this is exactly what Alexander did just a
few years after he separated from Aristotle. Indeed, Aristotle was a teacher to Alexander just for a few years.
As it seems, they had some smaller problems in their relationship, and that was the reason Aristotle was
dismissed from the court of the Philip II of Macedon, the father of Alexander. This very same Mangal-Mars in
the first could be the basic reason for that, because, according to the natal chart, Aristotle was short-tempered
and very easy to become angry. He was a very decisive, authoritative, and commanding person. This is exactly
something that is done by Mangal-Mars in the first house. Shukra’s sign Tula is not a friendly environment for
Mangal. In the first house, it will depict the mentality of the person, giving an option for an easy short-tempered
mentality.
I do not want to go deeper into the natal chart of Aristotle. I think that is enough of elaboration on him. Now
we have to see what are our chances to use anything of whatever was exposed, in configuring the natal chart
of Maharishi Maitreya.
Maitreya was much younger comparing to the Sage Parashara. Parashara must have been in his forties when
he established hi school inviting young and perspective boys to learn the knowledge from him. Let say that
Parashara was 40 years of age and that Maitreya was about 10 years of age at that time. As Parashara was born
in 3228 B.C.E., he was 40 around 3188 B.C.E. At that time, Maitreya must have been around 10, and he was
supposedly born around 3198 B.C.E. Fine, let’s consider the story this way. When I made the preliminary natal
chart, I was not happy immediately, then was playing a little bit. The best results have shown with the natal
chart for the year 3196 B.C.E., May 9, at 12.20 AM. I took the coordinates for New Delhi, which is just an
approximation. Maitreya must have been from the same region just as Sage Parashara. For him, for Parashara,
we definitely know that he belonged to the Sarasvati Civilization, based on the rivers Sarasvati and Jamuna. This
is all close to New Delhi so we just take these coordinates for very basic considerations.
Fine, we got one chart, for which I do believe it is of Maharishi Maitreya. Here is that natal chart …
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The natal chart of Maharishi Maitreya (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.

The fragment of the natal chart of Maharishi Maitreya. The planetary Avastha situation.

Interestingly, in this case, we have again the celestial symbolism deployed. If we in Janma Kundali, in the basic
natal chart, color all houses that do contain some grahas-planets, unbelievably, we get the water container,
Kumbha, again. Please follow the graphic exposed below …
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For me, this is just another symbol for a water container, but with two improvised handles this time, and with
improvised lid. According to my interpretation, this is just an instruction manual that we need to adjust navamsa
to the Kumbha Navamsa Lagna again (Aquarius Ascendant). That is all! And this is how we get this natal chart
for which I thoroughly believe it is the natal chart of Maharishi Maitreya.
Now, a few additional features about Maitreya’s natal chart will be exposed. Again, we see the Surya-Budha
Yoga in the tenth house, which immediately implicates that the chart owner will be a man of knowledge. Very
interesting is the position of Guru-Jupiter in the seventh house, indicating that some great guru-teacher could
have been his partner. Chandra is again in the same sign in the fifth house, and in the same nakshatra, which is
also very auspicious. Purva Bhadra nakshatra is ruled by Guru-Jupiter, and that gives a strong inclination to the
knowledge. Lagna lord Shukra-Venus is in the ninth house telling that the person will be oriented toward finding
the truth and it will be ready to fight for it. However, this will be exposed more through Shukra-Venus qualities,
probably making some balances in relationships. We definitely need to mention the position of Rahu and Ketu
in the second and the eighth house respectively. This position of Rahu and Ketu is very good for learning Jyotish,
and for deep spiritual experiences including mastering siddhis. As well, there is a situation that the Guru-Jupiter
mahadasha will come as the first one. In addition, it will act as Ketu, which immediately implicates deep spiritual
learnings. This mahadasha will be active all until Maitreya will be 14 years of age, and then Sani-Saturn
mahadasha will start. Saturn is a very auspicious planet for this ascendant; it is very strong, and it is nicely
posited in the third house so the following 19 years will be very successful for Maitreya as well.
Thus, for everything that was exposed, we see that Maitreya was about 17 years older than Veda Vyasa who
was born in 3179 B.C.E. Very probably, Maitreya was a teacher of Veda Vyasa or at least one of them. When
Krishna was born in 3162 B.C.E., Maitreya was already in his golden age, and he definitely took part in educating
him as well. In addition, according to reports, Maitreya played a very important role in the Mahabharata War,
which started on Friday, November 13, 3067 B.C.E. However, this can be a very tricky situation now. Because, if
this is the case, and if Maitreya was still around during the Mahabharata War, then, that means he was very old
at that time. He must have been around 129-130 years of age. Well, this is possible, because, as we know, that
was the approximate age of Krishna when he departed. Thus, this option is plausible indeed. For rishis and
especially for maharishis and saints, there was no problem to live that long. Now, the question is, does
Maitreya’s natal chart indicate such a very long life span? Well the position of the Saturn in the third house,
which is the eighth from the eighth and dealing with longevity definitely, could indicate that, because, it will
delay the moment of death, which could implicate longer life. As well, Saturn receives the ninth aspect-drishti
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from Guru-Jupiter, which also can give additional fuel to longevity. Therefore, this story fits well. Nevertheless,
it can be that Maitreya departed just after the Kurukshetra War, or maybe even during it. This needs some very
serious and thorough analysis to be done by highly trained Jyotishi; expert in Vedic Astrology-Jyotish.
Well, hope I gave enough information in evaluation on Maharishi Maitreya and his personal life. There are many
assumptions in this work of mine, and I honestly do hope I did set up everything well. However, mistakes, errors,
and wrong conclusions are possible. As I know that many highly trained Jyotish experts do follow my essays,
please let me know if something is not set up correctly. Let it become just as teamwork. Any feedback could be
proved as a very precious one.
I hope it was enjoyable to plunge deep into the Vedic theme again, and to follow, to watch, how the story of
Maharishi Maitreya did appear out from nowhere. This is amazing what we get when we join together Vedic
Astrology Jyotish with History, but in addition, with Geneaology as well. If somebody would deploy Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish on the own Genealogy research, well, I am sure one can be surprised very much with
spectacular results obtained. Just try, and you will see how much surprises can come out. You will start to watch
your lineage and your own Family Tree in an entirely different light.
Now, instead of making any final conclusion to this essay, I would be free to leave you with one book which
definitely can deepen anybody’s understanding of the world age Parashara and Maitreya lived in. That was an
entirely different time indeed. In their time mighty river Sarasvati was still flowing around, but it was fading out,
and Parashara and his contemporaries were deeply concerned by the fact that the world they know will vanish
very soon … I leave you with a very interesting book entitled …
Maitreya: A Spiritual Adventure

… written by Croatian author Adrian Predrag Kezele.
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/11409808-maitreya
In ancient India, on the banks of the legendary Sarasvati River lived a great master and teacher called Parashara
who devoted his life to researching jyotish, astrology of Vedic rishis. With the help of Ganesh, a divine being with
a human body and an elephant's head, Parashara discovered the laws of time and human destinies. He predicted
the tragedy of his own civilization and in it anticipated signs of danger that mankind would be encountered with
during the forthcoming millennia. In the desire to help, Ganesh and Parashara initiate a complex net of events that
in an unusual way connect different historical periods. And everything began when Parashara sent his most
distinctive student on a spiritual journey over the boundaries of time. His name was Maitreya.

The End
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11. ROMAN EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/380796767/ROMAN-EMPEROR-DIOCLETIAN-Version-1-0

12. THE TRUE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL JOSEPH - Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/383284589/THE-TRUE-STORY-OF-THE-BIBLICAL-JOSEPH-Version-1-0

13. THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITES – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/387138243/the

14. SAINT JEROME, OR WHO WROTE THE BIBLE – Version 2-0
https://www.scribd.com/document/424967108/SAINT-JEROME-OR-WHO-WROTE-THE-BIBLE-Version-2-0

WWI and WW2 DECIPHERED
1. FROZEN WARRIORS – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0

2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0

3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/399970915/GRAND-DUCHESS-ANASTASIA-NIKOLAEVNA-OF-RUSSIA-Version-1-0
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A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER-AKASHA
1. LET THERE BE ETHER! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7
https://www.scribd.com/document/401592314/LET-THERE-BE-LIGHT-LET-THERE-BE-ETHER-A-REVIVAL-OF-THE-ETHER-AKASHAVersion-1-4-7

2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/397991510/THE-LIFE-STORY-OF-NIKOLA-TESLA-Version-1-0

3. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/403204623/THE-CYCLIC-UNIVERSE-Version-1-0

OTHER
1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/405093698/FINDING-THE-TRUE-CHRISTMAS-Version-1-0

2. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/409629679/THE-TRAVELS-OF-MARCO-POLO-Version-1-0

3. THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/412341096/THE-ILLYRIAN-QUEEN-TEUTA-Version-1-0

4. HANNIBAL ANTE PORTAS – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/417523463/HANNIBAL-ANTE-PORTAS-Version-1-0

5. JULIUS CAESAR – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/419032883/JULIUS-CAESAR-Version-2-0

6. WHO WAS EDWARD DE VERE – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/420002000/WHO-WAS-EDWARD-DE-VERE-Version-2-0

7. SAGE CONFUCIUS-KONGFUZI – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/422196615/SAGE-CONFUCIUS-KONGFUZI-Version-1-0

8. ATTILA THE GREAT – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/426066478/ATTILA-THE-GREAT-Version-2-0

9. KING CLOVIS THE GREAT, THE FOUNDER OF THE MEROVINGIAN DYNASTY – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/427198771/KING-CLOVIS-THE-GREAT-THE-FOUNDER-OF-THE-MEROVINGIAN-DYNASTY-Version-10

SPECIAL
1. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS – KING PAVLIMIR – THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/399475351/THE-FIRST-CROATIAN-KINGS-KING-PAVLIMIR-THE-LEGEND-OF-KING-BELO-Version-3-0
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